The Besser line of heavy duty wet cast median barrier form equipment is engineered and built with the features precasters need to profitably pour quality products. Median barriers are poured upside down for best finish.

Rugged, durable Besser wet cast forms and form sets are available in 10 and 20 foot lengths for producing median barrier sections to meet individual state DOT specifications. A variety of end plates are available to satisfy specific state connection requirements.

Median Barrier forms feature chambered edges, fork pockets and anchor holes. Sloped ends are available when desired.

All Besser forms incorporate user-friendly features to assist precasters in making quality end product and are backed by:

- Knowledge of your local forming requirements
- Records of your plant's past purchases
- Ability to incorporate your current manufacturing practice into new precast forms
- A complete forming system from one source engineered and manufactured to work together for assured compatibility and will provide optimum performance